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Missed a Taiga newsletter? You can find it here!

PREREGISTER NOW

PREREGISTER NOW

enewsletter

taiga connect

CONNECT WITH 
US IN YOUR  
REGION
Corporate: @taiga_bp

Saskatoon: @taiga_bp_sk

Regina: @taiga_bp_regina 

Winnipeg: @taiga_bp_wpg

Milton: @taiga_bp_milton

Quebec: @taiga_bp_fr

Dartmouth: @taiga_bp_ns

Paradise: @taiga_bp_nl

YOU DON’T NEED LUCK. YOU NEED US.

ORDER 
YOUR 
BUILDING 
PRODUCTS 
ANYTIME, 
ANYWHERE.

taiganow.com

Whatever it takes.

MAHALO.
When we say anytime, anywhere, we mean it. 
The first all-inclusive B2B ordering system that puts the Taiga warehouse at your 
fingertips. Keep on top of your transactions, your order history and your deliveries.
Wherever you are 24/7, anytime, anywhere.
Sit back and relax. Let us take you through how you can use taiganow.com

TaigaNow

taiga product spotlight

How do I order from TaigaNow?

DryBarrier® 

Where there is concrete, there is moisture that can cause dangerous mould and poor air quality, if in 
direct contact with your flooring. 

DryBarrier® subfloor system provides a mould and mildew moisture barrier to protect against 
damage and to add warmth to finished floors on concrete slabs. Convenient and simple to install, 
DryBarrier® makes it easy to transform a cool, damp area into a welcoming, safe living space for 
your family.

Why use DryBarrier® ?

DryBarrier® is a modular subfloor tile system made from thermoplastic elastomer and is used on 
concrete as a subfloor for below grade, slab on grade, and suspended slab construction. The tiles 
snap together in a stack bond or running bond pattern providing a vapour barrier with a 1/4” air 
space between the concrete and finished floor. The durable top surface is flat to support finished 
flooring applications.

Available Canada-wide. 
Contact your Taiga rep today for more information! LEARN MORE

IT’S MORE USEFUL ELSEWHERE.
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